Courses for the FILM-GC for Spring 2022

FILM 7001 – Film and Media Studies Seminar (Empirical Communication Research Methods)
Prof. Jennings
M 6:00-8:50 pm
DL 100%

FILM 7005 – Topics in Film Studies (Video Game Studies)
Prof. Torner
MWF 2:30-3:25pm

FILM 7005 – Topics in Film Studies (Global Screen Networks)
Prof. Gott
TTh 2:00-3:20pm

FILM 7095 – Graduate Internship
Prof. Gott
*Please contact Michael.Gott@uc.edu if you wish to register

Approved Electives:

WGS 7030/ COMM 8057 – seminar in sexuality studies/advanced topics in communication (archives, multimedia, and sexuality)
Prof. Frank
Th 5:15-8:15pm